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Impact from technology and market trends

Organizational readiness

Performance levels and expectations

Overall industry sentiment

In a joint effort between CLEPA and McKinsey, 

we have launched an online-based survey that 

provides regular insights into current performance 

levels, trends, and overall industry sentiment 

Areas of insight
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The results of the first CLEPA 

pulse check depict an industry 

with continued growth which 

is facing challenges from 

current market developments 

and the need to invest into 

new technologies

SOURCE: McKinsey CLEPA Pulse Check Survey

General outlook and revenue expectations within the automotive 
supplier industry remain positive (e.g., 86% of companies expect 
increase in revenues), however first concerns about political situation 
and decrease in ICE production volumes

Profit forecast less promising (50% of companies expect stagnating or 
falling profits), mainly due to concerns about increasing pressure from 
OEMs and high investment needs for new technologies (e.g., ACES1) –
also observable in recent reports on profit warnings or decreasing 
profitability from key players

Especially market trends pose challenges on profits of the industry, 
particularly the increase in protective trade barriers, the market entry of 
low cost competitors, and the decrease in ICE production volumes

Automotive suppliers embrace new technology trends as opportunity to 
increase revenues and intend to grow their digital business models –
current share of over 60% of companies without digital business models 
to drop below 30% until 2025

Respondents are confident to have the skills and capabilities to react 
to the upcoming challenges triggered by technological changes and 
changing business models – and consider China and Europe as most 
promising regions for the next five years

1 Automated, Connected, Electric, and Shared VehiclesNote: Survey conducted in September 2018
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Percent of respondents; N = 44

Overall, the respondents from the CLEPA pulse check have a very positive outlook for the 

automotive industry

55

41

25

34

41

34

11

18

41

SOURCE: McKinsey CLEPA Pulse Check Survey

What is your general outlook for the 

supplier industry?

What is your general outlook for the 

automotive industry in total?

How has your outlook for the supplier 

industry changed in the last 6 months?

Positive Neutral Negative

The automotive industry is a growth sector 

with good chances for technology companies

The volume of produced 

and sold cars is still rising

Respondents’ general outlook 

for the automotive industry is

very positive 

Slight decrease in outlook within 

automotive supplier industry 

sector over the last six months

OVERALL INDUSTRY SENTIMENT

Note: Answer scale from 1-7; with answer options 5-7 interpreted as positive, 4 as neutral, and 1-3 as negative
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16

50

18

14

> +10%

< -10%

0% to +10%

-10% to 0%

20

66

9

2

Automotive suppliers report full order books 

and expect further growth in revenue ...

… however they also highlight some 

risks which are visible on the horizon

How did your order intake 

develop in the past six months? 

How will your revenues 

develop in the next 12 months?

Percent of respondents; N = 44

70% of respondents expect negative revenue 

effect of decreasing ICE production volumes –

matching recent reports on decrease in EU car sales 

in September by 23% after introduction of WLTP

Additional concerns raised about instable political 

situation, e.g., introduction of trade tariffs 

Uncertainties about ongoing Brexit negotiations 

with potentially negative impact on the industry

Note: Displayed percent values without accounting for "N/A" answers 

Large majority of automotive suppliers are expecting further revenue growth but raise first concerns 

about results from decreasing ICE production volumes and political instability 

OVERALL INDUSTRY SENTIMENT
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Percent of respondents; N = 44

26

25

36

5

8< -3%

> +3%

-1% to +1%

+1% to +3%

-3% to -1%

How will your profitability (EBIT) develop in the next 12 months?

Survey results match recent increase in reports on profit warnings and decreasing profitability by automotive suppliers

Still over 25% of respondents expect 

very positive EBIT development

Around 50% of the respondents 

expect stagnating or falling 

profits over the next 12 months 

High growth in revenues, but profits 

very much under pressure by OEMs 

(ADAS, Electric Platforms, …)

Revenues still fine but profit more and 

more challenging to finance all new 

megatrends (e-mobility, autonomous)

OEMs require investment without 

co-participation

OEMs´ have the expectation of

getting innovations for free

Selected quotes from the pulse check survey

PERFORMANCE LEVELS AND EXPECTATIONS

However when looking at the profit development, significantly less respondents expect automotive 

suppliers' profits to also increase over the next 12 months

Note: Displayed percent values without accounting for "N/A" answers 
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Recent financial announcements of top global automotive suppliers

10

4
Negative 

guidance

6

20

2018

Profit warning

Profit increase/

On target

SOURCE: Company press / investor releases, press research

In July 2018, Adient reported third quarter 2018 financial results with a 66% decrease 
in profitability

In July 2018, thyssenkrupp issued a profit warning ahead of earnings and expects 
adjusted EBIT of around EUR 1.8 bn, versus a prior range of EUR 1.8 bn to EUR 2 bn

In February 2018, Schaeffler cut the profit guidance as it expected an adjusted EBIT 
margin of 10.5-11.5% in 2018 after 11-12% in 2017 due to one-off costs and investments 
for an efficiency program

In July 2018, Valeo cut its 2018 profitability goal as it "might be slightly below" 7.8% 

due to "disruptions to the production in Europe" resulting from new WLTP

In October 2018, 2nd profit warning due to China sales downturn and stricter emission tests

In June 2018, Toyota Boshoku has revised its forecast for the FY2019 Operating Income 
of the first quarter was lower due to an increase in new product R&D, start-up costs with a 
switch in car models

Note: Includes top 20 automotive suppliers with recent press releases 

PERFORMANCE LEVELS AND EXPECTATIONS

Recent financial announcements of top automotive suppliers show that the outlook might be even 

significantly less positive and we might stand on the verge of a downturn

In August 2018, company announced that lowered sales expectations, cost increases 
and warranty claims are decreasing the adjusted operating result
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Percent of respondents; N = 44

Is the impact of the following market trends on your 

company’s profitability rather positive or negative?

NegativePositive 70% of companies already feel pressured from new 

competitors entering the market 

Key reasons for pressure is their lower cost structure 

Most companies are already adjusting their global 

footprint (56%) and their supply chain (44%) to react 

to increased market protectionism

Most suppliers expect decreasing profitability due to 

reduction of ICE volumes – matching recent reports on 

decrease in OEM sales volumes after introduction of WLTP

+

China

Decreasing market demand due to increase in 

tax rate for small vehicles as well as economic 

slowdown and stock market decrease

IMPACT FROM TECHNOLOGY AND MARKET TRENDS

Especially market trends pose huge challenges on the industry, for example the market entry of low 

cost competitors, the increase in protective trade barriers, and decreases in ICE production volumes

10

14

24

44

63

63

87

90

86

76

56

37

37

13

Changes in consumer behavior

Pressure from low cost competitors

Protective trade barriers

Decrease in ICE production volumes

Integrated/shared mobility

Aftermarket growth

Growth in new markets
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94

92

88

83

68

8

12

17

17

21

32

79

Industry 4.0

6

Lightweight

Connectivity

Artificial intelligence

83Autonomous driving

Stricter emission levels (incl. CO2)

Electrification/alternative powertrains

62

25

8
5

28

49

8

15

0 <10% <20% >20%

Percent of respondents; N = 44

Is the impact of the following technology trends on your 

company’s revenue rather positive or negative?

NegativePositive

New technology trends, e.g., autonomous driving or connec-

tivity, seen as strong opportunity for automotive suppliers to 

develop new business models and to increase revenues 

Currently, over 60% of suppliers still have no revenue 

from digital business models

Strong increase in digital expected over the next years 

Share of revenue generated with new, digital business models1

Current status (2018)2 Future expectations (2025)2

1 Includes revenues from new business models, not connected to the traditional OEM-business, based e.g., on shared/integrated mobility, connectivity solutions, or car data monetization           

2 Displayed percent values without accounting for "N/A" answers 

IMPACT FROM TECHNOLOGY AND MARKET TRENDS

Automotive suppliers embrace new technology trends as opportunity to increase revenues and intend 

to significantly grow their digital business models until 2025
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16

14

9

8

8

6

Connected vehicles

Electrification

Traditional component business

Autonomous driving

Aftermarket

Integrated mobility

1 Defined as cooperation with other companies, however without capital investment      

2 Consideration of different M&A-related activities, for example, screening, DD, acquisitions, divestitures

SOURCE: McKinsey CLEPA Pulse Check Survey

34%

45%

23%

16%

… were you actively involved 

in M&A activities2?       

39%

43%

… did you actively seek 

new partnerships1?

In which areas would you like to enter partnerships/pursue M&A activities?

Respondents consider both partnerships and

M&A activities, key reasons being:

▪ Access to new technology/capabilities

▪ Access to customer/ecosystems

▪ Broadening geographical coverage 

Automotive suppliers especially aim to increase 

partnership/M&A activities on electrification 

topics and for traditional component business

Over the last six months … 

It's a challenge to find the right partner based 

on location, technology and future outlook

IMPACT FROM TECHNOLOGY AND MARKET TRENDS

N = 44

Partnerships and M&A play an important role for automotive suppliers – both for traditional business 

areas and to develop new technologies

Yes No N/A
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10

21

21

15

40

50

52

61

50

29

27

24

Electrification

Integrated mobility

Autonomous driving

Connectivity

Very bad Very good 

SOURCE: McKinsey CLEPA Pulse Check Survey

How well prepared do you perceive your company to face the 4 key trends?

50% of respondents feel their company well 

prepared for electrification

However, for integrated mobility and connectivity –

two trends which have been around for some years –

confidence levels are much lower 

We have good products and see ourselves well 

prepared for the upcoming trend towards electrification

The four trends are the area of

focus for our research activities 

ORGANIZATIONAL READINESS

Percent of respondents; N = 44

European suppliers are well prepared for electrification – however still do not feel overly confident to 

take advantage of integrated mobility, connectivity, and autonomous driving 

Note: Percent values calculated without accounting for "N/A" answers, answer scale from 1-7; with answer options 6-7 interpreted as very good, and 1-2 as very bad
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How confident are you that you have the right 

skills and capabilities to react to future trends?1

5 65 30

73

57

32

30

11

Changing business models

Geographical shifts

Pressure from new competitors

Technological changes

Aging workforce

SOURCE: McKinsey CLEPA Pulse Check Survey

Which are the key drivers that call for changes to the current organization?

Very confidentNot confident at all

Overall, most respondent are confident to have the 

right skills and capabilities to react to future trends

The biggest drivers for change are technological 

changes and changes to the existing business models

Top 3 of the most missed capabilities are

▪ Mechanical engineers (55%2)

▪ Digital experts (43%2)

▪ Software developers (39%2) 

The changes related to electrification will push our 

organization to invest on assets and facilities

1 Answer scale from 1-7; with answer options 6-7 interpreted as very confident, and 1-2 as not confident at all    2 Share of companies which selected capability as top 3 of their missed capabilities

Percent of respondents; N = 44

Respondents expect their organization to be challenged by technological changes and changing 

business models – but are confident to have the right skills and capabilities to react accordingly 

ORGANIZATIONAL READINESS

Note: Percent values calculated without accounting for "N/A" answers
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-1%

2%

3%

11%

68 63

41

21
23

25

10

30

4

2010

6

12,500

5

20302016

4

Software2

Electronics & electrical3

Mechanical

Mechanical & 
electrical integration

USD = 100%12,800 17,500 5

4

28

>100

50-100

0-50

CAGR, 2016-2030Average content per vehicle1, USD

Share of software in the car will dramatically increase … 

… however most suppliers without ambition to 

grow their software department significantly

How many software developers do you employ currently?4

Do you plan to increase this 

number in the next 6 months?

34%
Yes25%

No answer

No 41%

1 At point of vehicle shipment. D-segment (“mid-size”/“entry-level luxury” vehicle, e.g., Ford Fusion, VW Passat, Mercedes C-Class). Not all software content able to be monetized. Excludes software content not installed in-vehicle (e.g. cloud services)

2 Includes software integration costs;  3 Includes EV battery        4 Absolute numbers, N=44, thereof N/A-answers: 7

Electric/hybrid technologies and autonomous vehicles pioneer 

this change. Companies that can keep up with the trends will 

survive in the market and others will soon be out of competition

N = 44

Despite a strongly increasing share of software in the car, majority of companies do not intend to 

increase their software development capabilities significantly

ORGANIZATIONAL READINESS
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7

20
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15

37

61
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20

39

49
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49

24

49

73

41

39

15

15

15

2

North America

Rest of Asia

China

Japan

Europe

Latin America

Africa

Least promising Most promising

SOURCE: McKinsey CLEPA Pulse Check Survey

Which regions do you see as most promising over the next 5 years? 

Over 70% of European automotive 

suppliers consider China the most 

promising region over the next five 

years, followed by Europe and Rest 

of Asia

Least promising region are Africa 

and Japan

Mixed perception of opportunities in 

North and Latin America 

Percent of respondents; N = 44

European automotive suppliers consider China and Europe as most promising regions for the 

upcoming 5 years, whereas Japan, Africa and Latin America are seen as less attractive

ORGANIZATIONAL READINESS

Note: Percent values calculated without accounting for "N/A" answers, ranking of countries from 1-7; with answer options 6-7 interpreted as very promising, and 1-2 as least promising


